SMART NURSE CALL

THE ALTRA HEALTH RANGE COMBINES SMART MOBILE TECHNOLOGY WITH THE BEST OF WIRELESS NURSE CALL

Comes with 3 Year Warranty
HOW DOES THE ALTRA HEALTH FULLY COMPLY WITH HTM 08-03 GUIDELINES?

ALTRA CALL HEALTH

**Patient Call Button**
- Large button with a nurse symbol and tactile feel (HTM 08-03: 10.49)
- Easily recognised colour (HTM 08-03: 10.30)
- Large and easily recognisable, with a reassurance lamp (HTM 08-03: 10.33)
- Illuminated to allow easy location in the dark (HTM 08-03: 10.38)

**Staff Emergency Switch**
- Pull-on / push-off red switch with “Emergency Pull” (HTM 08-03: 10.52)

**Labels**
- Easy to understand symbols for patients (HTM 08-03: 10.4)

**Reset switch**
- Reset switch to reset an initiated patient–nurse call (HTM 08-03: 10.58)

ALTRA CARDIAC

- Specific Cardiac Unit for alerting emergency care teams (HTM 08-03: 9.1)
- Overrides lower call levels with bespoke alarm and sounders (HTM 08-03: 9.3)
- Pull on / Push off blue switch marked “Cardiac Pull” (HTM 08-03: 9.4)

- The emergency care team can be alerted and directed by pocket pager (HTM 08-03: 9.2)

ALTRA PUSH

- Lightweight, robust Pear Push lead enabling a call to be activated from the bed or chair (HTM 08-03: 10.39)
- IP67 rated, meaning it can withstand submersion in fluid (HTM 08-03: 10.40)

NB: Bracketed content refers to the related point as specified in the Department of Health’s Technical Memorandum 08-03: Bedhead services.
**Connectivity** – Built in Bluetooth and WiFi sensors, allowing connectivity and integration with a wide range of devices.

- Wireless accessories
- Smart device integration

**Simplicity** – No programming or configuration is required, meaning new Courtney Thorne devices can be added to your system ‘out of the box’.

Our installation process is simple and clean with no wiring required, allowing us to work around an operational ward without disruption to staff and patients.

**Value** – This competitively priced system can bring you **savings of up to 40%** against a hard wired alternative.

**Capability** – The multiple on-board sensors means your Nurse Call System will allow you to monitor patient and staff activity throughout the hospital environment, enhancing your ability to provide the safest possible environment for those you care for.

- Fall detection
- Movement Monitors

**Flexibility** – The modular nature of the system means it can be added to and reconfigured with ease, providing hospitals with a system that can grow and adapt to an ever changing hospital environment.

**Information** – Easy to view ‘real time’ reports are accessible at the click of a button, showing how many calls occur, how quickly they are responded to and which nurse responded.

---

To find out more about the **Altra Health Range**, call **0800 068 7419** to arrange a no obligation consultation with one of our dedicated NHS Account Managers.

Comes with **3 Year Warranty**

www.c-t.co.uk/altrahealth